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ABSTRACT

1

Users tend to bypass systems that are designed to increase their
personal security and privacy while limiting their perceived freedom. Nudges present a possible solution to this problem, offering security benefits without taking away perceived freedom. We
have identified a lack of research comparing concrete implementations of nudging concepts in an emulated real-world scenario to
assess their relative value as a nudge. Comparing multiple nudging
implementations in an emulated real-world scenario including a
novel avatar nudge with gamification elements, this publication
discusses the advantages of nudging for stronger user-created passwords regarding efficacy, usability, and memorability. We investigated the effect of gamification in nudges, performing two studies
(N 1 = 16, N 2 = 1, 000) to refine and evaluate implementations of
current and novel nudging concepts. Our research found a gamified
nudge, which integrates a personalizable avatar guide into the registration process, to perform less effectively than state-of-the-art
nudges, independently of participants’ gaming frequency.

Despite the existence of various strong systems for user authentication like hardware tokens, one-time passwords or password
management tools, users still prefer using passwords as their main
authentication factor [36, 54]. Unlike physical authentication devices, passwords – as plain text or in derived formats such as hashes
– may be stolen in great quantities [8], for instance to be used in
illegal data or identity theft schemes. Even if stolen, login data is
protected by hashing, although even a hash will always be guessed
(“cracked”) given infinite time or computational resources. Therefore we must increase demands on either time or resources required
to break a hash.
One option to increase the time needed to crack a password is
by increasing its length and complexity so that it is not feasible to
brute-force the password, and it is less susceptible to dictionarybased attacks. Unfortunately, users tend to choose passwords of
weaker complexity or misjudge short, but complex and seemingly
random character compositions as suitable and secure passwords
[9, 15]. To mitigate these risks, current research is evaluating nudging concepts to steer users towards stronger password choices. A
nudge “alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without significantly changing their economic incentives” [47, p. 6]. After being
successfully established in contexts such as the health sector, it has
more recently become a research topic in cybersecurity as well [1].
This paper heavily focuses on the user as the decisive factor in
the chain of information security. As Garfinkel and Lipford [16,
p. 8] state, “only by simultaneously addressing both usability and
security concerns will we be able to build systems that are truly secure.”
In other words, users will always find ways to ignore or disable
security measures forced on them – e.g., for login processes this
could be achieved by slightly altering their universally used password to fit the system’s complexity requirements, with diminishing
returns. We must instead strive to include users in the process of
securing their data in a way that does not overwhelm or hinder
them. Nudging is a promising concept of assisting users in adopting
a strong password policy without forcing it on them.
Current guidelines [5, 18] advise service providers not to impose
restrictions on the composition of passwords, except for limiting
the password choices to those of eight characters or longer and
possibly checking against a banlist of common passwords. This puts
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the responsibility of choosing a strong password solely on the user.
Thus providing users with nudges to increase password strength
without altering the requirements presented by the service provider
could lead to greater security. At the present time, research is ongoing regarding the efficacy of such nudges and ideal nudge selection
[20]. To contribute to existing research, we compared current nudging approaches with novel concepts to increase password security
and provide transparent help cues to nudgees. Some approaches
include elements of gamification to make nudges more effective
and approachable by increasing the user’s motivation to change
their learned behavior [29, 31]. According to Karimi and Nickpayam
[26, p. 34], gamification describes “a strategy that employs game
mechanics, techniques, and theory in areas that traditionally do not
function like a game.” Silic and Lowry [45] for instance applied this
concept to the context of cybersecurity.
We expected gamified nudges to resonate more strongly with
audiences used to playing digital games than nudges that do not
provide gamification elements, and aimed for users to accept these
as a less authoritative nudging option compared to strict policies
and forced restrictions. Previous research [37] has highlighted individualized nudges to be more effective than a one-size-fits-all
approach. Hence, contributing to the trend of personalization, we
evaluated if gamified nudges were more suitable for audiences that
play digital games while providing different nudging options, which
may then be selected based on the target audience of the provided
service. We avoided approaches that significantly lengthen the registration process, as well as nudges that are severely intrusive as not
to frustrate users [38, 53]. In conclusion, we address the following
research questions:
(Q1) How do gamified nudges compare to a state-of-the-art password
meter?
(Q2) Does a user’s gaming frequency increase the acceptance of a
gamified nudge?
The paper is structured as followed: First, we present the body of
related literature resulting in a research gap (see section 2). Subsequently, we describe our research design (see section 3). In section
4, we present the study design and results of our preliminary thinkaloud study, including a detailed description of all investigated
nudges, followed by section 5 where we present method and results
of our main study. We complement our work by a discussion of
results (see section 6), entailing a presentation of limitations of
our work and relevant implications for the future, followed by the
conclusion in section 7.

2

RELATED WORK AND RESEARCH GAP

We can identify several current trends within the research field of
nudging in cybersecurity. In the following we will focus especially
on two aspects: gamification and personalization. Some works have
highlighted the potential of enhancing motivation to engage in a
more secure behavior through gamification. Other studies have
brought up the idea of using personalized nudges instead of onesize-fits-all nudges to be more effective.

2.1

Gamified Nudges in Cybersecurity

While there are several studies dealing with nudging in cybersecurity, researchers have pointed out that nudges are often not as
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effective as desired in this case. For example, Kankane [25] evaluated the effectiveness of different nudges for password management.
They found that none of the nudges was effective enough to significantly change the individuals’ behavior regarding password
creation. Against this background, the concept of gamification has
more recently emerged as a potentially promising trend in cybersecurity to encourage engagement and intrinsic motivation and, thus,
might make nudges more effective. When looking at the approaches
in detail, we can differentiate between user interventions that use
gamification as preventive training and gamified user interventions
that take place at the point of a critical decision, e.g. as a nudge
when about to create a password.
On the training interventions, Silic and Lowry [45, p. 5] conducted a long-term field study with 420 employees within an organization. As the gamified user intervention, they developed and
evaluated a gamified website including an avatar and different game
mechanisms such as the possibility to earn points after completing
quizzes and reading tips about security education topics. Hence,
the applied user intervention focuses strongly on educational elements that take place as preventive training. They found that
gamified educational user interventions in form of security training
can indeed have a significantly positive effect on security behavior,
fulfilling users’ motivations and coping needs [45]. The idea of educational games in cybersecurity is not completely new, as Sheng
et al. [44] designed and evaluated Anti-Phishing Phil in 2007, an
educational online game that teaches users not to fall for phishing
attacks. The authors compared several training conditions (e.g.,
reading anti-phishing tutorials, reading online training material or
playing the Anti-Phishing Phil game) and found that participants
performed better in identifying fraudulent websites when being
assigned to the game condition beforehand. Canova et al. [6] followed up on that idea by developing NoPhish, an anti-phishing
education app to teach users accessing, parsing and checking URLs
regarding potential phishing attacks, raising the security awareness.
Focusing on the context of password security awareness, Scholefield and Sheperd [43] developed a mobile-based application with
gamification features. Basis of this application is a multiple-choice
quiz, educating users on topics such as choosing a strong password
and avoiding common passwords. Overall, the application received
positive feedback from participants of a small pilot study (N = 17).
Less attention has been paid to approaches that integrate gamification elements as a user intervention at the critical point of
decision. For instance, Takada and Hattori [46] investigated how
users can be motivated to voluntarily use a secure pattern-based
authentication when provided with a role-playing game function to
the authentication process. The authors state that while there are
methods such as password policies and password meters to assist
users in using secure credentials, those measures often come with
drawbacks in usability and user experience. In a preliminary online
experiment with eight participants, they found that a role-playing
game function within the authentication process does indeed have
the potential to motivate users to use stronger credentials [46].
Also, Ur et al. [49] evaluated if a dancing bunny as a gamified password meter led to longer passwords, resulting in better efficacy but
mixed qualitative feedback. Further, Micallef and Arachchilage [32]
designed and evaluated a gamified nudge to improve users’ memorability of security questions. They adapted the 4 Pics 1 Word mobile
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game, and found that a gamified nudge has the potential to improve
the memorability of answers to security questions, constituting
a promising approach to reduce the trade-off between usability
and security in fall-back authentication [32]. Ophoff and Dietz [35]
performed an online experiment with 232 participants to compare
the effectiveness of password strength feedback with and without
gamification elements. Therefore, the participants interacted either
with a common password meter or a gamified feedback method
where they could earn points while completing the authentication
process. Different from our experiment, they chose a simple bar
indicating strength by color (e.g., green to red), length of the bar,
and text (e.g., “strong”) instead of the state-of-the-art password
meter by Ur et al. [50]. The gamified feedback dynamically displays
a score of password strength for each character that was added
or removed, showing the difference of strength to the previous
password. When comparing the results of the test conditions in the
online experiment, password cracking time did significantly differ
between participants that were assigned to the password meter and
those that interacted with the gamified nudge, showing potential
for the gamified feedback [35].

than showing the same nudge to everyone. They achieved stronger
passwords with personalization than with one-size-fits-all nudges
and showed that decision-making styles can indeed be used to personalize nudges [37]. Research from Jeske et al. [22] also suggests
that user differences play a role in security decision-making. They
point out that the effectiveness of nudges depends on user characteristics, such as their impulse control when selecting a public
wireless network. Hence, the personalization of nudges in cybersecurity seems to be a more promising approach than one-size-fits-all
nudging.
To allow many individuals to benefit, it is necessary to create a
pool of different nudges. For instance, gamification was identified
as a promising concept to motivate secure behavior and to encourage engagement and intrinsic motivation. Hence, we consider it
worthwhile to investigate the effect of integrating elements of gamification in nudging and to shed light on the question if users with
different gaming preferences favor different types of nudges.

2.3
2.2

Personalized Nudges

Currently, nudges are mostly implemented as a one-size-fits-all
solution. However, to include users in the process of securing their
data in a way that does not overwhelm or hinder them, personalization of nudges seems to be a promising approach. It focuses
on adapting the design to individual users’ requirements to make
nudges in cybersecurity more effective and beneficial to a diverse
set of end users instead of the average user alone [11]. Various
studies have already investigated this idea or suggested potential
benefits in their works [11, 22, 28, 37, 39, 48]. Some argue that such
an approach might improve compliance significantly [11]. For instance, Knijnenburg [28] points out that showing tailored nudges
can support users in making better privacy decisions.
To provide end users with the subjectively most effective nudge,
it is fundamentally necessary to identify distinct user groups. Hartwig
and Reuter explored people‘s attitude towards nudging in cybersecurity for different contexts to gain an understanding of how to
address certain users [21]. More practically, various approaches use
psychometric scales to segment users. For instance, Egelman et al.
[11] use decision-making styles and risk-taking attitudes to predict
privacy and security behavior and segment user groups accordingly.
This follows the assumption that understanding users‘ attitudes
towards computer security helps to contextualize their observed
behaviors as well as with predicting their future behaviors. Further,
Dupree et al. [10, p. 5228] were able to identify distinct categories
of end users by analyzing the participants‘ attitudes and behaviors
towards security practices. Based on these findings they suggest
utilizing these clusters in the design of new privacy and security
tools.
Even though the personalization of nudges is considered promising by several studies, only a few have implemented the concept
within the cybersecurity context. Pe’er et al. [37] tested people’s
decision styles to personalize nudges for stronger passwords in two
online experiments (N = 2, 047) and argue that choosing a nudge
from a pool of multiple existing nudges could be more effective
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Research Gap

Nudging in cybersecurity has recently emerged into a growing
research field, resulting in the design and evaluation of different
nudges for that specific context (e.g. [1, 20, 22, 28, 32, 37, 41, 49]).
Yet, researchers have found that nudges in cybersecurity are often
not as effective as desired [25]. Some argue that personalization
instead of one-size-fits-all nudges is a promising trend to enhance
effectiveness (e.g. [28]). Also, using elements of gamification in
nudges can be considered a potentially effective measure to increase motivation of end users to behave in a more secure way.
The benefits of gamification have already shown in the context
of cybersecurity. Micallef and Arachchilage [32] have investigated
the potential of gamified nudges in the context of fall-back authentication, potentially reducing the trade-off between usability and
security. Further, Ophoff and Dietz [35] have made initial investigations to evaluate gamified password feedback in comparison
to a simple password meter. However, most current user interventions using gamified elements in cybersecurity focus on preventive
training instead of nudging at a point of critical decision-making.
The context of manual password creation is still highly relevant in
usable security, as passwords are still the number one choice of user
authentication despite various strong alternatives and end users
tend to struggle following password requirements while creating
usable and strong passwords. To our knowledge, password nudges
with gamification elements considering gaming preferences as an
indicator for personalization have not been investigated on a larger
scale. We hypothesize that especially an avatar as a customizable
assistant has the potential to combine benefits of gamification and
personalization as motivating factors.
Therefore, we suggest taking a closer look at password nudges
with gamification elements and compare their effectiveness among
users with different gaming preferences. By doing so, the pool
of effective nudges in cybersecurity may be extended, facilitating
personalization. Therefore, we performed a two-fold evaluation of
different nudges for stronger passwords, focusing on users within
the German population to provide an opportunity for comparison
with other countries in the future.
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3

RESEARCH DESIGN

In a two-fold evaluation we first conducted a qualitative thinkaloud study with seven nudge prototypes. The initial set of nudges
contained both state-of-the-art nudges as well as novel nudges
incorporating password feedback with gamification elements. For
our subsequent main study, we reduced the sample of nudges to a
novel gamified nudge that received positive feedback, a state-of-the
art nudge for password strength and a state-of-the-art nudge for
memorability. We refined these three nudges, considering feedback
we obtained from our participants during the preliminary study.
In our main study we conducted an online experiment with 1,000
participants, testing the effect of the three different and promising
nudges on password strength, short-term memorability, and usability in comparison to a control group without a nudge. Both studies
were conducted in accordance with the requirements of the local
ethics committee of the TU Darmstadt.
In the following, we present important background information
on how we calculated password strength, and which password criteria were considered for our nudges. An important resource for
password creation rule sets is the 2016 NIST report [18], which
states that the only rules to be forced on users may be a minimum
password length of eight characters and that the password may
not be included in an optional ban list, e.g. containing previously
leaked passwords. To assist users in creating stronger passwords
we, however, consider it sensible to give optional suggestions for
possible password compositions (e.g., including digits). In accordance with the NIST report we decided to give those suggestions
not as a forced password criterion but as a suggestion to encourage
variety. Slightly modifying the idea of Komanduri et al. [30], we
have decided on a uniform standard for password criteria and suggestions in our nudges. As password criteria, we requested at least
eight characters as suggested by NIST. We further checked against
a ban list of 100,000 common passwords, included in the service library NBP. For optional suggestions, we proposed including two or
more characters per character class (upper case letters, lower case
letters, digits, special characters). Additionally, we have included
an informative text regarding the creation and criteria of strong
passwords, featuring an example of “mnemonics”, a memorable
password strategy following work by Kiesel et al. [27]. As Kaleta et
al. [24] suggest, we have included a section explaining why secure
password choices are important and have an impact on information
security (see Figure 3 in the appendix).

4

PRELIMINARY THINK-ALOUD STUDY

We conducted a preliminary study (N = 16) in individual thinkaloud sessions to qualitatively investigate the comprehensibility
and usability of several different password nudges. The participants were acquired through Twitter and Discord channels (e.g.,
the university channel) and were between 20 and 30 years old students, mostly of a technical degree program. The sample strategy
has to be seen in the context of our two-fold study design. While
the participants in the preliminary study were selected from the
investigators’ direct environment without aiming at a systematic
sampling, the subsequent large-scaled online experiment of our
main study is based on a broader demography, and validates and expands preliminary findings of the think-aloud study quantitatively.
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Table 1: Initial set of nudges. Nudges with the * asterisk were
refined for the main study.
Key

Description

Source

N1*
N2*
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7*

Dynamic meter with checklist
Generated default password
Radar chart
Expectation and Reflection
Reminding of consequences
Interactive chat
Avatar creation

[50]
[2, 7]
[20]
[7, 40]
[7, 19]
novel
novel

Comprehensibility and usability are important factors for password
nudges to be effective. Therefore, conducting a qualitative study as
a first step helps us to identify potentially promising directions for
novel nudges in comparison to established state-of-the-art nudges.
The think-aloud study further helped us to refine promising nudges
and to choose a smaller set of nudges for our large-scale main study.
In the following, we present how the initial set of seven nudges was
chosen and how the evaluation was conducted. We follow up with
the presentation of the results of our preliminary study, motivating
the research design of our subsequent main study.

4.1

Nudge Selection

For the preliminary study, we have created seven prototypes (see
Figure 1), of which three have been refined for use in the quantitative study (marked with an * asterisk in Table 1). Based on existing
literature on password nudges, for the initial set of nudges we made
sure to include state-of-the-art nudges for password strength and
memorability to have a valid basis for comparison. Therefore, the
dynamic meter with an integrated checklist by Ur et al. [50] was
included as N1, representing the state-of-the-art for strength enhancement. We further included a generator of default passwords
(N2) as a state-of-the-art nudge for memorability, based on the ideas
of Caraban et al. [7] and Al-Ameen et al. [2]. As we aim to compare gamified with non-gamified nudges, we additionally included
promising nudges that take advantage of different psychological
effects such as reminding of the consequences and reflection without using gamification as N4 and N5, following the suggestions of
Caraban et al. [7]. As gamified nudges, we included a radar chart
with potential gamification elements for password feedback (N3)
that has already been investigated by Hartwig and Reuter [20] to
some extent, missing information on memorability. Finally, we included two novel nudges with gamification elements, namely an
interactive chat and the creation of an avatar as a customizable
assistant (N6 and N7). In the following, we describe each nudge in
more detail.
N1*: Dynamic Password Meter. The dynamic password meter
with a checklist is currently one of the most successful approaches
to password nudging, albeit competing with a more simple password meter which is commonly used in registration forms. In our
prototype, both are featured: a data-driven password meter making
use of a traffic light color scheme, and a checklist detailing which required and suggested password criteria are met (see Figure 1 at the
top left), similar to the work of Ur et al. [50]. The nudge combines
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Figure 1: Representation of all seven investigated nudges N1 to N7. (own figure)
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the “at a glance” nature of a meter with the transparent approach
of a checklist. Data-driven password meters in the style of Ur et al.
[50] are regarded as the state-of-the-art concept in nudging and,
modified to fit the password criteria specified, has been our baseline
for testing the efficacy of novel nudges.
N2*: Generated default password. Caraban et al. [7] discussed
the concept of providing a default option for users, which we have
implemented based on the generation method suggested by a XKCD
web comic [33]. As examined in related work [2, 17], this method
should provide significant memorability benefits compared to random string generation, making it our baseline for testing the shortterm memorability of our nudges. The user is presented with a
default password generated on the client, which intends to provide
a secure base choice, suggesting what a secure password may look
like and encouraging the use of a service-unique, random password
(see Figure 1 at the top right). We examined if users tend to choose
a generated or a custom password. The user may repeatedly choose
to generate a new default password to aid in finding an easy to
memorize secret.
N3: Radar chart. The radar chart, as described by Hartwig
and Reuter [20], aims to provide a transparent view into how a
passwords’ strength is measured and how a user may improve their
password. Along every axis radiating from the center, a criterion of
the total password strength is quantified (see Figure 1 at the middle
left). As this is a chart, reading off and understanding how well the
criteria are satisfied should feel more intuitive to the nudgee than an
aggregated score. This approach features elements of gamification,
which could allow us to compare our novel gamification-inspired
nudges to one already discussed in the present literature.
N4: Expectation and Reflection. As human decision making
tends to fall into two categories, driven by either fast and instinctive
or slow and deliberate thinking [23], this nudge aims to make use
of the more deliberate system for password selection. By providing
the user with the option to rate their password’s strength on a
subjective scale before submitting the registration, our intent was
to invoke reflection and re-evaluation regarding the security of the
chosen secret. As this nudge does not provide active feedback about
the password strength, we took interest in comparing it to the novel
nudges, which provide explicit suggestions and feedback. Similar
work to this nudge has been done by Renaud and Zimmermann
[40].
N5: Reminding of consequences. Very similar in concept to
the previous nudge N4, but different in how reflection is achieved,
N5 checks the zxcvbn score of the password and, if rated weak,
forces the user to check a box confirming they understand some of
the risks and consequences of choosing a weak password as detailed
in the info text (see Figure 3). Our implementation is inspired by
the eponymous section in Caraban et al. [7]. We examined which
of these two nudges is more effective in strengthening a password,
so one may be chosen for comparison in the main study if deemed
promising.
N6: Interactive chat. Some services have adopted gamification
elements into their sign-up process by implementing a chat-based
registration. The user chats with an automated system (a bot), which
gives feedback on password strength. It queries the user’s information by asking questions in natural language and processing
the reply (see Figure 1 at the bottom left), although it usually does
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not understand responses in natural language (e.g. “My name is
Bob.”), but rather concise information (e.g. “Bob”). Chatbots have
already been discussed in academic research (e.g. [3]). However, to
our knowledge, the efficacy of a chat-based approach as a password
nudge was not previously evaluated.
N7*: Avatar creation. Following the trend of gamification, we
have introduced a digital avatar to the registration process (see
Figure 1 at the bottom right). In accordance with related research
(e.g. [51]), the appearance of the avatar is customizable. It intends
to create a bond between the user and the avatar, with the targeted
outcome of increasing the value of its suggestions and encouraging
secure passwords by offering context-aware positive feedback. Following our goal of not significantly lengthening the process, the
avatar runs parallel to the registration. It offers information without
requiring interaction and may be skipped entirely (however not
in our experiment). The hypothesized success of this concept is
based on multiple psychological effects, predominantly the “IKEA
effect” [34], giving weight to the avatar’s cues by including a “do-ityourself”-styled personalization section in addition to the perceived
“sunk cost” of spending time customizing, which adds further incentive to satisfy the avatar’s suggestions.

4.2

Methodology

We implemented high-fidelity and fully functional prototype versions of the nudges for our preliminary study. Those provided the
opportunity for user interaction within a role-playing registration
form. A mock registration form was implemented to provide a realistic registration process, allowing a role-playing approach for
preliminary evaluation of the nudges. Previous research [12] has
shown this strategy to increase the probability of study participants
acting similar to real-life situations. In individual think-aloud sessions, the acceptance of various nudges was assessed and explicit
feedback on implementation and concept was gained. Hence, we
focused on qualitative feedback. With this data, we gained first
qualitative insights, filtered out unpromising nudges and further
refined the remaining approaches for use in the second, large-scale
study. The participants of the preliminary study each reviewed a
subset of three or four of the initial nudges in random order, sharing their reasoning and impressions while completing the mock
registration processes. Each nudge was tested by eight people. We
used online-conferencing tools that allowed both screen sharing as
well as audio communication to create audiovisual recordings for
later evaluation.
The participants were briefed on the think-aloud method [13]
and agreed to the recording of their session. For each nudge, the
participants were then asked to role-play creating an account for a
fictional service provider. If participants fell silent for a few seconds
they were reminded to keep thinking aloud. After they successfully created an account, the participants were asked several open
questions (see Table 2) which were tailored to the specific insights
we wanted to gain for each nudge. While we had a prepared set of
questions, we gave enough space for topics beyond. Afterwards, the
participants were asked to perform a memorability test while thinking aloud where they were redirected to login with the password
used during registration. The user was informed if an attempt was
incorrect. We transcribed the audiovisual feedback we received and
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systematically collected our findings regarding user assessments
for each nudge in a qualitative content analysis.

4.3

Results

The goal of the preliminary study was to gain first qualitative insights about novel and state-of-the-art nudges with and without
gamification elements before conducting a subsequent large-scale
online experiment with the nudges that got a largely positive feedback. We further used this as an opportunity to collect feedback on
possible improvements of the nudges’ presentation.
N1*: Dynamic Meter. The state-of-the-art dynamic meter nudge
is one of the most common approaches to password nudging. The
input of one of our participants reflects this, who described the
nudge as a “known environment”. Because of the common use of
this nudge, the acceptance of this nudge seemed quite high. Even
though one participant criticized that the checklist seems to “apply
pressure”, most of the participants felt like the nudge improved
their password, and described the tool as “intuitive”. Therefore, it
served as our baseline for testing the efficacy of novel nudges in the
subsequent online experiment. For the main study we improved
the distinction between mandatory and optional requirements as
well as the distinction between password meter and checklist.
N2*: Generated default password. Compared to random string
generation, this method should offer significant memorability benefits. Therefore, this nudge serves as our baseline for testing the
short-term memorability for our nudges. We received some negative
feedback on that nudge. For instance, participants were concerned
about dictionary attacks when using default passwords. We chose
to examine this nudge in our main study although noting some
participants expressed concerns, that a recommended password
feels insecure and a password persisting of four words might be
too long to remember.
N3: Radar chart. This nudges’ aim is a comprehensible view
on how password strength is measured as well as how a user may
improve their password strength using a chart-based visualization.
Therefore, the user is quite involved in the process. One could
argue that this nudge features gamification elements. However, we
received rather negative feedback on this nudge in our preliminary
study. Participants described this nudge as too distracting from the
actual password creation, unnecessarily complicated, non-intuitive,
and overly long. Additionally, they presumed this type of chart to be
rather unknown to most users. Many participants noted that they
“felt urged to fill out all axes” (P #140) of the chart, disregarding the
creation of a complex and memorable password, instead appending
numbers and special characters until the chart was filled. One
participant suggested color codes like a traffic light color scheme
within the chart might be helpful, another participant stated they
would like the idea of this nudge as a plug-in or as default on lots
of websites. Due to the mainly negative feedback, however, we did
not consider N3 for our main study.
N4: Expectation and Reflection. This nudge makes use of the
more deliberate system of password selection by providing the user
with the option to rate their password’s strength on a subjective
scale before submitting the registration. This type of nudge does
not provide feedback about the password strength. A lot of our
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participants strongly criticized this feature as being confusing, because they did not know why they were asked to reflect on their
password. They described this lack of suggestion as “unhelpful”. As
a consequence, it was quite hard for the participants to evaluate
how to strengthen their passwords. In addition, this feature made
the nudge feel unintuitive due to the lack of consequences of the
selection the participant executed. We did not further evaluate it in
our main study.
N5: Reminding of consequences. Similar to N4 this nudge
does not provide feedback, and also relies on self-reflection. However, the nudge tests the zxcvbn-score of the password the user
chose and if it is rated weak, the user has to check a box confirming they understand some risks and consequences of choosing a
weak password to continue the process. Participants noted that
this warning is quite interesting and helpful as well as reasonable
and not being intrusive. At the same time, participants describe
this warning as not being transparent. The user is left in the dark
why their password is weak. Therefore, some participants are left
irritated, others even mistrust the tool because of this lack of transparency. Hence, we chose not to further evaluate this nudge in our
main study.
N6: Interactive chat. This nudge is a chat-based registration
that uses gamification elements. Some of our participants described
the avatar as “cute” and “entertaining”. The feedback using natural
language via the bot attracted positive attention from some. It was
noted that it felt like undergoing the registration process with
somebody by one’s side. Thus, this nudge was described as a userfriendly tool that could be quite helpful for users which are not very
computer-oriented. At the same time, participants raised awareness
to some security concerns: “it felt like you have to reveal your
password to someone”. Additionally, it stood out negatively that
the nudge did not provide enough feedback about one’s password
strength. Aside from that, it did not feel transparent, because it was
not clear what information was needed and how long the process
would take. Moreover, participants criticized that the nudge is not
appropriate for users who are technically oriented, and it takes
away the known workflow of creating a password. Furthermore,
the participants noted different faults of the design and criticized the
“unnecessarily complex design” (P #861). Even though this nudge
received mixed feedback, the negative responses predominated.
Hence, we chose not to further evaluate it in our main study.
N7*: Avatar creation. Similar to N6, this nudge uses gamification elements in the form of a digital avatar for the registration
process. This nudge received much better feedback from the participants. Some described the avatar as “cute” and “friendly”, while
others described it as “childish” and suggested it might therefore
not be fitting for all services. Even though the phrasing of the hints
was sometimes seen as “unprofessional”, most of the participant
rated the hints as useful and easy to understand. After improving
the dialogue of this nudge as well as the hints for the avatar creation,
we used it as our gamification nudge in our main study. Furthermore, to get uniform results in the main study, we deactivated the
button to skip the avatar creation.
Our preliminary study aimed to gain first insights, which will
be validated and quantified in our subsequent online experiment
for a reduced sample of nudges. Feedback for N3, N4, N5 and N6
was rather critical. By comparison, N1 and N7 scored better in the
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preliminary study. N2 received mixed feedback, but serves as our
baseline for testing the short-term memorability. Therefore, we
implemented the technical feedback we received for N1, N2 and N7
and used them in the subsequent online experiment.

We conducted a large-scale (N = 1, 000) quantitative study to determine the efficacy, acceptance, and short-term memorability of our
final selection of nudges, compared to a control group that did not
interact with a nudge. Our goal was to compare our approaches
regarding these categories, and draw conclusions about the performance of our novel avatar nudge N7 as a user intervention with
gamification elements. As the final set of nudges for our main study
we used N1, N2 and N7. N1 implements a state-of-the-art nudging
concept by Ur et al. [50], which includes a checklist for password
criteria and a one-dimensional password meter displaying the password complexity [52], providing a baseline for efficacy in nudging
for stronger passwords. It was randomly assigned to 239 participants. We further included N2 “Default Password Generator”, as our
memorability-heavy baseline nudge – an additional nudge without
gamification elements. It presents the user with a locally generated
suggested password, which should provide a secure default option
as well as a good password memorability for those which picked
the suggested password [17] and was randomly assigned to 256
participants. Further, we included N7, the avatar as our novel gamified nudging concept, which provides natural language cues to the
user. We hypothesized that when letting the user customize their
own avatar, the sunk cost would give weight to the avatar’s cues
and suggestions. It was randomly assigned to 258 participants. We
further included a control group (N = 247) that did not interact
with a nudge while creating a password. The main study was based
on a mock-up registration for a fictional streaming platform.

asked to perform a short-term memorability test identical to the
one used in our prestudy: The participants were prompted to login
with the password used during registration and were informed if an
attempt was incorrect. After a maximum of five attempts to recall
the correct password, the test was closed. We tracked the number
of attempts required to input the correct password.
For our main study, we collected the zxcvbn-score which approximates the magnitude of guesses (log(дuesses)) an adversary
would need to crack each respective password, and grouped them
by individual nudge or control group (see Table 3 in the appendix).
Additionally, we compared the capped zxcvbn-score from 1 to 4 to
gain more simplified and intuitive insights. For interpretation of
the results it is however crucial to note that those capped results
do not consider higher scores than 4. For our suggested password
nudge N2, we also introduced the subgroups N2.d (only participants
that picked the offered default option) and N2.c (participants that
chose to use their own, custom password) in the test. Further, we
collected the amount of attempts to recall a password in our shortterm memorability test (capped at five tries) and the SUS score for
usability testing. We also included demographic data and information about gaming habits, asking about the frequency with which
the participants played games (mobile, desktop or any other digital
format). That was crucial to identify potentials for personalization.
For pre-processing and analysis we used Python and R. To
counter the problem of multiple comparisons, the determined pvalues were adjusted with Bonferroni correction. Plots and tables
where then derived and created using R. We first performed analyses of variance (ANOVA) to investigate if a significant statistical
relevance was present. In a post-hoc Tukey HSD test, we then tested
if individual data pairs significantly differed from each other. As
the data for cracking time (log(дuesses)) does not meet the requirements of an ANOVA due to outliers, in that case we performed the
non-parametric Kruskall-Wallis rank sum test and a post-hoc
Wilcoxon test.

5.1

5.2

5

MAIN STUDY: REPRESENTATIVE
EVALUATION

Method of Data Collection and Analysis

Using the German panel provider Respondi, we conducted an online experiment and integrated survey with 1,000 participants approximately representative of the German demography regarding
age from 18 to 74 years, gender and education. The survey was
implemented using the software LimeSurvey, and did not introduce
the participants to the topic of nudging, as not to bias them, instead
presenting a focus on optimizing security in online registration processes. After performing demographic checks regarding age, gender,
and education, the participants were invited to complete a mockup online registration for a fictional streaming platform, which
included either a randomly assigned nudge or the control group.
Afterwards, a System Usability Scale (SUS) [4] questionnaire
regarding the presented nudge was filled out by the participants. As
our participants were German, we used the German SUS adaption
by Ruegenhagen and Rummel [42]. It provides a “quick and dirty”
method for measuring usability and acceptance of a system. The
control group was not exposed to any explicit nudging concept,
and was therefore also not assigned to the SUS. Additionally, all
participants were asked to provide further context to the experiment’s results, e.g., by stating how worthy of protection they assess
login data for a streaming platform. Finally, the participants were
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Results

In the following we will present the results of our main study
including user characteristics and the comparison of nudging efficacy regarding password strength, usability and memorability. We
thereby especially focus on potential effects of gaming habits.
5.2.1 User Characteristics. Even though the study is not absolutely
representing the German demography it comes very close concerning age, gender, and education. There were 47.8% (German average:
49.6%) female participants whereas 52.3% (50.4%) were male. Unfortunately, our panel provider does not yet support diverse gender
- this limited the amount of self-reported diverse-gendered participants to 1. Age 60-74 years constitutes the most represented
group with 25.4% (26.3%), followed by the age of 18-29 with 22.6%
(18.8%). Meanwhile, the age group of 50-59 years constituted 19.9%
(20.7%), the age group of 40-49 years 18% (18.2%), and lastly, the
age group of 30-39 years was represented with 14.6% (16.1%) of
our participants. We gathered information on the highest level
of education in groups (without a school diploma / certificate of
secondary education (“Hauptschulabschluss”), a general certificate
of secondary education (“mittlere Reife”), qualification for university entrance (“Abitur”), or university degree). We observed that
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our pool of participants skewed towards users of “high” education.
42.8% held a university degree or the qualification for university
entrance (33.7%). 34.6% (32.5%) held a general certificate of secondary education, 23.1% (33.9%) have a certificate of secondary
education or were without a school diploma. To gain context on the
experiment’s results, we asked our participants on a Likert scale
from 1 to 5 how worthy of protection they assess login data for a
streaming platform (such as in the experiment). The mean answer
was M = 3.44 with SD = 1.07. For the usability score of our nudges
it made no difference, however participants that rated the login
data as very worthy of protection created significantly stronger
passwords (e.g., for the capped zxcvbn-score M = 3.08, SD = 1.01
when the answer was “5” versus M = 2.58, SD = 1.12 when the
answer was “1”).
5.2.2 Comparison of Password Strength. The Kruskall-Wallis test
for log(дuesses) showed a significant difference between the test
conditions (N1, N2, N7, control group): H (4) = 518.59, p < .001.
The Post-hoc Wilcoxon test revealed that, with the exception of N1
and N2.c (p = .57), all group pairings showed significant statistical
differences (p = .04 for N7 with N2.c and p < .001 for all other
combinations) regarding password strength. We hypothesize that
N2.c performed comparably to N1 regarding password strength
because the suggested password nudge increased the participants’
motivation to create a password that they assumed to be of similar
strength to the suggested option. We have found that, compared to
the control group in particular, all nudge groups show a statistically
significant improvement in password strength, the least difference
yielded by N7 and the largest improvement yielded by N2.d (see
Figure 2 left).
The ANOVA test for the capped zxcvbn-score from 1 to 4 showed
significant differences as well (F (3, 996) = 129.7, p < .001). The
post-hoc Tukey HSD test revealed significant differences between
all groups. The descending order of mean scores is as followed: N2.d
(M = 4, SD = 0), N1 (M = 3.07, SD = 0.92), N2.c (M = 2.91, SD =
1.07), N7 (M = 2.65, SD = 0.96) and N0 (M = 2.27, SD = 1).
Hence, while all evaluated nudges were effective regarding password strength compared to the control group, the generated default
passwords were the strongest. Also, the dynamic password meter
(N1) following the idea of Ur et al. [50] yields good results. The
novel gamified avatar nudge (N7) is still an effective nudge, however
not as strong as the other evaluated nudges. Interestingly, participants that were assigned to the generated default nudge (N2) and
decided to not use the suggested password but created their own
(N2.c) yield surprisingly strong scores as well. When comparing
the efficacy of our nudges separately among the user characteristics age and education for insights into potential personalization,
we found no significant differences (e.g., regarding age and N7:
F (4, 253) = 0.8, p = .5).
5.2.3 Comparison of Usability Rating. To measure the relative acceptance and usability of our test conditions, we performed a similar
analysis over the System Usability Scale scores, although not
adding the subgroups for N2 and leaving out the control group
without a nudge, which did not perform the usability test (see
Figure 2 right). Our ANOVA test showed a significant difference
in the set with F (2, 750) = 9.48, p < 0.001). The post-hoc Tukey
HSD tests revealed a significant statistical difference between N1
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(M = 76.36, SD = 16.51) and N2 (M = 70.66, SD = 16.30) as well as
N1 and N7 (M = 70.77, SD = 16.87). N2 and N7 showed no significant difference between each other. The difference in SUS score
puts the default password generator (N2) and the novel gamified
avatar nudge (N7) in the adjective rating bracket “OK”, not quite
reaching the dynamic password meter’s (N1) “Good” rating. All
nudges fulfill the highest acceptability rating of “Acceptable”, as
rated by Brooke et al. [4, p. 20].

5.2.4 Effect of Gaming Frequency. In our work we are especially
interested in the effect of gaming frequency on the acceptance and
effectiveness of our nudges. Regarding the SUS scores in general,
we found no significant differences when factoring in the levels
of gaming frequency (F (4, 748) = 1.90, p = 0.11). For password
strength, however, we did detect a significant effect on the capped
zxcvbn-score from 1 to 4 (F (4, 995) = 2.72, p = .029). When looking
at the post-hoc Tukey HSD test, we can see that the significant
difference appears between “weekly” and “never”, where the zxcvbnscore for “weekly” is M = 3.08, SD = 1.08 and for “never” it is
M = 1.84, SD = 1.04. When comparing the strength regarding
log(дuesses), there is no significant difference between the gaming
groups (F (4, 253) = 0.94, p = .441).
While the general SUS scores and strength measurements give insights about the general assessment of all nudges, we intend to evaluate differences in acceptance and effectiveness of gamified nudges
versus non-gamified nudges, comparing groups with different gaming habits. Thus, we looked at how specific nudges performed for
those groups. Regarding the novel gamified avatar nudge (N7), all
participants assigned to that nudge rated its usability similarly, independently of their gaming frequency (F (4, 253) = 0.51, p = .732).
For all other nudges, we did not detect significant differences either.
We performed the same analysis concerning password strength.
For none of the test conditions (N1, N2, N7, control group) the
password strength differed between groups of gaming frequencies
(e.g. for N2: F (4, 251) = 0.16, p = .960). Hence, for nudge usability
or effectiveness it made no difference if participants with a specific
gaming frequency were assigned to a gamified or non-gamified
nudge.

5.2.5 Comparison of Short-term Memorability. We tracked the
amount of failed tries to recall the password, limited at 4. An amount
of 0 failed tries declares that the user recalled their password immediately. We performed ANOVA tests over all test conditions,
including the subgroups N2.d and N2.c and found a significant difference: F (4, 995) = 74.59, p < 0.001. A post-hoc Tukey HSD test
showed that only N2.d differs significantly from all other groups,
with its memorability being much worse than that of all other test
groups where users created their own passwords (e.g., comparing
N2.d with N1 the difference is highly significant with p < .001
and a mean difference of -0.63). To sum it up, all evaluated nudges
except for the default password generator when using the default
option performed similarly regarding memorability. None of the
other nudges explicitly facilitated or hindered memorability in comparison to the control group without a nudge.
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Figure 2: Left: strength of passwords per condition in estimated number of guesses needed (logarithmic). Right: SUS
score per nudge.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND
LIMITATIONS

The goal of this work is to evaluate the potential of gamified nudges
in comparison to non-gamified nudges and state-of-the art concepts
to contribute to the pool of effective nudges and facilitate personalization in cybersecurity. We have identified a lack of research
regarding large-scaled evaluations of concrete nudge implementations, comparing novel nudges against state-of-the-art nudges
such as the dynamic password meter of Ur et al. [50], as well as
regarding gamification in nudges for cybersecurity. To make initial efforts towards filling this gap, we iteratively designed novel
gamified nudges for password strength, in particular an interactive,
customizable avatar nudge guiding the user through the registration
process using natural language cues, and compared their usability,
effectiveness and short-term memorability to other (established)
nudges without gamification elements. Our evaluation took place
in a two-fold study design, consisting of a preliminary think-aloud
study for qualitative insights, followed up by a large-scaled online
experiment with 1,000 participants to quantitatively compare usability, effectiveness, and memorability. Notably, we asked about
the gaming frequency of our participants, as we hypothesized that
gaming frequency affects the acceptance of our gamified nudge.
We gained some interesting insights, contributing to the humancentered research in password nudges:
We found that (1) while most evaluated nudges were having
rather small but significant effects on password strength, our gamified avatar nudge N7 was less effective than the other nudges.
Contrary to our expectations, that finding holds true (2) also when
considering only participants that frequently play online games and,
thus, may feel more appealed to gamification. While Jeske et al. [22]
among others suggest that user differences play a role in security
decision making, we could not confirm that for gaming preferences
in our setting. Among the evaluated sample, the generated default
passwords under condition N2.d achieved the best results regarding
password strength, followed by the dynamic password meter in the
style of Ur et al. [50]. Interestingly (3), the default generator nudge
was comparably effective regarding password strength also when
participants chose to not use the suggested password but created
their own under condition N2.c.
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Memorability is a crucial factor for password nudges as well. Due
to the limitations of our online experiment, we decided to evaluate
short-term memorability to gain first comparable insights. While
the default generated passwords in condition N2.d yielded great
results concerning password strength, the nudge comes with an
essential shortcoming in short-term memorability. Indeed (4), it
performed significantly worse than all other evaluated nudges, suggesting that our short-term memorability study can not reproduce
the high memorability results of Ghazvininejad and Knight [17].
This finding is not surprising, as the participants did not have to
interact with the password at all while executing the registration
process. In all other test conditions, the participants were forced to
invest a minimum of thoughts into the password creation which
yielded better short-term memorability. While Furnell et al. [14]
suggest gamification as an enhancing factor for memorability, our
avatar nudge did not appear to be effective concerning that matter.
Our study revealed interesting insights into how participants
assessed different nudges with and without gamification elements.
During our large-scale online experiment, we found (5) that the
state-of-the-art dynamic password meter nudge N1 performed significantly better than our gamified nudge N7 and the default password generator nudge N2 while N2 and N7 did not significantly
differ from each other regarding usability. We assume this to be
caused by N1 being a well-established, state-of-the-art nudge, as
multiple participants of the preliminary study praised it for being a
“known environment” (e.g., P #970, P #140, P #493). However (6), all
evaluated nudges achieved satisfying SUS scores.
To sum up our findings, we propose the following answers to
our research questions:
(Q1): How do gamified nudges compare to a state-of-the-art password
meter?
The gamified avatar as a novel nudge did not encourage password
strength comparably to the dynamic password meter by Ur et al.[50].
Still, the avatar nudge can be considered an effective nudge as it
indeed enhanced password strength compared to the control group
without a nudge. Regarding usability, the avatar nudge yielded
sufficient results, however, it was outperformed by the usability of
the state-of-the-art dynamic password meter.
(Q2): Does a user’s gaming frequency increase the acceptance of a
gamified nudge?
Contrarily to our expectations and the results of other studies (e.g.,
[20]), the users’ gaming frequency had no effect on neither the
acceptance nor the effectiveness of gamified versus non-gamified
nudges.
Limitations and Future Work: While the study we report is a
first step towards extending the pool of effective nudges in cybersecurity for personalization, it has bears limitations. The evaluation of
a nudge in an online experiment does not lead to information about
efficacy as realistic as in a real-world scenario. Future studies may
complement evaluations on the efficacy and memorability of the
gamified nudge by using a long-term study design, also including
more participants of lower education. While our work is a first
step to assess the potential of gamified versus non-gamified nudges
for cybersecurity on a short-term basis, we cannot make a final
conclusion about their overall efficacy before testing them under
more realistic circumstances. Hence, we suggest to utilize other
techniques of data collection in the future. Additionally, we propose
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that individualizing nudges with regard to the intended audience of
a service (e.g. readers of an information security news feed possibly
being more tech-savvy) could be an easier and less costly implementation of individualizing nudges than identifying individual
user traits by questionnaire. This could lead to greater acceptance
and efficacy of the shown nudges, as discussed by Knijnenburg
[28].

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, we examined a sample of nudges for stronger passwords, focusing on a novel gamified nudge in comparison to stateof-the-art concepts and other nudges without gamification elements.
We evaluated the nudges in a two-fold study design, conducting a
qualitative think-aloud preliminary study and a large-scaled online
experiment with 1,000 participants. Considering password strength,
a usability score, and short-term memorabilty, we found that users
still tend to prefer well-known concepts for password creation assistance. While our gamified nudge showed significant effects on
password strength compared to a control group without a nudge,
the effects are rather small. Interestingly, we further found that the
gaming frequency of our participants made no difference on the
effect of our gamified nudge.
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APPENDIX

Figure 3: Screenshot of help text (English version. German
variant used in online study)
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Table 2: Preliminary Study: Participants were asked to rate
how much they agree with a given statement on a range of
1 to 5, with 1 representing “Strongly disagree” and 5 representing “Strongly agree”. The questions differed between
nudges.
Nudge-specific questions
Nudge 1 - Dynamic Password Meter
“I found it clear which requirements were fulfilled”
“I found it easy to distinguish between mandatory and optional
requirements”
“The visualization helped me improve on my password”

Nudge
M
Control Group
N1 - Dynamic Meter
N2 - Default Password
N2.d - Default Password (used default)
N2.c - Default Password (used custom)
N7 - Avatar

Strength
SD

18.05
22.93
53.79
62.02
24.40
20.08

47.91
69.55
341.03
77.07
176.27
51.73

Table 3: Password strength in log(guesses)

Nudge 2 - Default password
“I find the generated password easy to remember”
“I would use similarly generated passwords in real-life services.”
Nudge 3 - Radar chart
“I found the chart easy to understand”
“I found it easy to improve my password with the feedback
provided”
Nudge 4 - Expectation and Reflection
“I found it easy to approximate the strength of my password”
“Having to think about the strength of my password prompted
me to improve on it”
Nudge 5 - Reminding of the Consequences
“Being reminded of the consequences helped me reflect on my
password strength”
“I improved my password strength after being reminded of the
consequences”
Nudge 6 - Chat
“I found the chat messages easy to understand”
“It was clear to me what input was required at any time”
“The provided feedback helped me improve on my password”
Nudge 7 - Avatar
“The creation of an avatar was easy and intuitive”
“I valued the feedback given by the avatar”
“The feedback provided was clear and easily understandable”
“The feedback provided helped me improve on my password”
“I would like to see this visualization adopted by more services”
“I had enough options for customization”
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N
247
239
256
200
56
258

